
                                                                          EDN-H (19) B (1)-6/2010-Promotion 

   Directorate of Higher Education 

   Himachal Pradesh. 

 

   Dated: Shimla-171001             27-07- 2011 

   

   OFFICE ORDER 

 

   On the recommendations of the Departmental Promotion Committee 

the following in-service TGTs possessing the Master Degree in the different subjects are hereby 

promoted as PGT in the respective subjects, on regular basis in the pay scale of Rs. 10300-34800 + 

4200 Grade Pay and posted in Govt. Sr. Sec. Schools as shown against their names subject to the 

conditions that no complaint /inquiry/vigilance case and disciplinary proceedings are pending 

against the individual concerned. 

 
   He/ She should report for duty to the concerned Principal within 

stipulated period .The concerned Principal/Headmaster will relieve the promoted TGTs immediately by 

taking either of the following irrevocable  options in writing with entry made invariably in the service 

book(as given in the end of the order) and the copy of the same will also be pasted in the service book  

 

i)             That he / she opts for promotion as PGT and may not be  considered for  

                the promotion as Headmaster. 

ii)    That he/she opts the promotion as Headmaster only  and may not be   

                considered  for the promotion as PGT. 

iii)    In case he/she does not opt for any of these above two options, he/she will be   

   deemed to have opted for promotion as Headmaster in future. 

iv) In case he/she forgoes the promotions though it is not a right, he/she will be  

               deemed to have opted for promotion as PGT  in future. 

      
                      The salary of the promoted PGT for the next month will be drawn from 

the school of his /her posting .The Promotee PGT  will join their new place of posting on or before 

09/08/2011  positively failing which promotion orders as PGT shall deemed to be withdrawn 

automatically  for one year or next DPC whichever is later. No specific orders with reference to 

withdrawal of promotion orders will be issued separately. No extension will be given for joining in any 

case.  
   The financial benefits will be admissible from the date of joining the 

post of PGT. He/ She will be entitled for TA/DA and joining time as admissible under the Rules. Officials 

who want to get their pay fixed according to option, they will have to exercise their option within one 

month from the date of joining. 

     History - SC  

Sr. 

No.  

Snty. 

No. 

Name  Name of present 

school 

DOB DOA Place of Posting GSSS 

1 6825  Sarita Rani GSSS Ispur ( Una ) 07.07.71 22.03.97 Badhera (UNA )  

 

These postings are also subject to the following conditions as per 

the direction from  the  Hon’ble High Court :-  
 

 



1. These promotions will however be subject to the final outcome of the  

decision in C.W.P. No. 2911/2010 titled TGTs (A) Association Vs. state and  any other decision 

taken /order issued by the State Govt. of the subject from time to time. 

2.    If the above Promotee has been transferred to other institution, the 

concerned Principal/Headmaster will ensure to send the promotion orders to the school where 

he/she has been transferred and report thereof be sent to this Directorate immediately. 

3. Those who have been posted in non-Tribal /non- difficult area shall have 

to serve in tribal / difficult areas in view of the administrative requirements as stipulated in R&P 

Rules.   

   Format for taking option             

                                   OPTION  
I  …………………………………………….TGT Snty. No………….presently 

working as TGT at      ……………..           promoted as PGT  vide letter No. 

…………………………………………..dated……………...do hereby exercise following  option:- 

 

i)           That he / she opts for promotion as PGT and may not be  considered for  

 the promotion as Headmaster. 

                                 Or 

ii)           That he/she opts the promotion as Headmaster only and may not be considered  for   

     the promotion as PGT. 

                    Or 

iii)           In case he/she does not opt for any of above these two options, he/she will be deemed   

    to have opted for promotion as Headmaster in future. 

                    Or 

iv)           In case he/she forgoes the promotions though it is not a right, he/she will be deemed 

    to have opted for promotion as PGT   in future.   

 

CS                                               Signature  

Head of the insititution     Name of the TGT 

                   Address   

      

  

Note :- These orders are also available on the departmental web site i.e.   

             www.educationhp.org and these are valid for all intent and purposes. 

 

           
                          Director of Higher Education  

      Himachal Pradesh  

Endst No. EDN-H (19) B (1)1/2008-Prom-I Dated Shimla-1 the ,  27-07-2011          

Copy for information and further necessary action forwarded to:- 
1. The Principal Secretary (Education) to the Govt. of Himachal Pradesh, 

Shimla-2. 

2. The Director of Elementary Education, H.P  

3. All the Deputy Directors of Education (Elementary /Higher) in H.P. 

4. The Principal/Headmaster of the concerned /complex schools with the 

remarks that the concerned teacher be relieved after verifying his all academic and service 
particulars .Beside this an undertaking to the effect that if he/she is found unfit for promotion at later 

stage due to any reasons i.e. any change in  the seniority /disciplinary proceeding etc.He/she be 

reverted to the original post of TGT and the excess amount paid to him /her will be recovered in 



lump-sum may be obtained before relieving and the same be pasted in his/her service book duly 

countersigned by the concerned DDO. Necessary intimation to this effect is furnished to this 

directorate as well as to the institution where he/she is posted. It will be the sole responsibility of the 

concerned Principal/Headmaster to ensure availability of option not to join / relieving orders within a 

week's time after the stipulated period to this Directorate as well as concerned D.D.E. 

 

5. Principal of the concerned school is requested to scrutinize the 

academic/professional and SC/ST certificates of the individual concerned at the time of joining and 

joining report be sent to this Directorate immediately. Incase the concerned promotee does not report 

for duty in the school with in the stipulated period, the matter may be reported so that next in panel could 

be promoted. They will ensure that the instructions issued on the subject are strictly adhered to in letter 

and spirit and for any departure, they will be held responsible. The above Principal will ensure the 

submission of joining/Non joining report within a week's time after the expiry of the stipulated period. 

6. Individual Concerned on the above address (Registered). 

7. D.A. dealing with transfer/fixation /seniority (internal). 

8.          PS to Director of Higher Education H.P  

 

 

  

          
      Director of Higher Education  

      Himachal Pradesh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


